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Abstrakt:
Problem solving: Ability of problem solving is inaccurate knowledge of working activity of 
an employee at systematized rank of Group of protection, Close protection detachment, 
Headquarters of protection service, Military police and resultant problems with selection of 
reasonable candidates for the position. Soldiers involved at the group of guarding and 
accompanying members of foreign delegations during their formal visits in the Czech 
Republic.
Purpose of work: Purpose of the work is to gather list of activities of a bodyguard from 
protection and escort Group of protection, Close protection detachment, Headquarters of 
protection service, Military police. To attempt approve or disapprove the results of my 
bachelor assignment that was showing the motor and endurance skills as prevailing
Methods: Main used method is the analysis time frame and creation of characteristics of the 
given possition in the AČR. I will conduct by standardized tests for testing of motor skills.
Result: Determine the most important motor skills, which are necessary for a bodyguard. To 
create tests that reflect activities of the specified members of Military police and determine 
the level of their motor skills. To set the limits of tests of physical fitness for selection 
applicants on position of bodyguard of Military police.
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